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Dear parents,
Thank you for purchasing the BigTalks Adolescent Development
Toolkit for Boys. You have taken an important step in the chinuch of
your child by preparing yourself to address his spiritual, emotional,
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and physical well-being.

In our society, openly discussing the topic of

from asking again. Adolescent children who

adolescent development with our children

do not get this information from a proper

has generally been considered taboo.

hashkafic perspective are driven to find the
information elsewhere, leading at times
to experimentation and even addiction.

our children experience today has made

Without a safe place to ask questions, an

it necessary for parents to discuss this

adolescent will often keep his shame quiet,

sensitive topic with their children.

leading to further unhealthy behaviors.

it

However, the increased exposure that

This toolkit is designed as a supportive

yeshiva, and therapists, we present this

and user- friendly launch pad to aid parents

toolkit to help parents open the lines of

just like you. It contains the tools you need

communication with their son/s, thereby

to approach these sensitive conversations

empowering parents to guide their children

with your son by providing you with the

as they navigate adolescent development.

proper information regarding this stage of
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With the guidance of rebbeim, roshei

life.

NOTE TO PARENTS

When your adolescent child asks you a
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question about the facts of life he is giving

A successful conversation will increase

you the greatest compliment. He trusts

your son’s social and emotional well-

you. A parent who responds to their child’s

being as he will have what he needs to be

questions with empathy and validation helps

prepared for the nisyonos (challenges) that

the child feel safe, more confident and more

will inevitably challenge him.

secure. A parent who is easily flustered will
send a message that discourages the child

The Adolescent Development Toolkit for

Boys has been evolving over the past 10 years and has been
given over to almost 500 bochurim in the junior high grades
in Chicago’s Yeshivas Tiferes Tzvi. I have presented this talk
at Torah Umesorah conventions and principal trainings and
feel privileged that this talk has been adopted in yeshivos
around the globe and adapted by other mechanchim to make
it more culturally sensitive across the yeshiva spectrum.
My broad vision is to give parents of adolescent boys a large
toolbox filled with specialized tools for different BigTalks
they will be having throughout their sons’ adolescent and
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teenage years.

My deepest thanks to Rabbi Zev Meisels, renowned
mechanech, who was the driving force behind this curriculum

and to Rabbi Nosson Muller, menahel of Yeshivas Tiferes

Tzvi, who spent hours perfecting this toolkit. May Hakadosh
Baruch Hu bentch all those who are involved in this project

it

with much simchos and nachas from their families.

It is my sincerest hope that this toolkit empowers you with
with your children.
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the confidence you need to have healthy communications

To

Rabbi S. Tenenbaum

Mashgiach, Yeshivas Tiferes Tzvi,
Chicago IL

“When your
adolescent
child asks you
a question
about the facts
of life, the child
is giving you
the greatest
compliment.
He trusts you.”

Trigger Warning
Talking to your child about adolescent development may trigger past experiences or challenging
times that you yourself might have gone through. This is normal. If you feel that your ability to
have healthy communication with your child may be impacted by your own reactions to this
topic, I would suggest consulting with a trusted rav or professional.
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How to Use
this Toolkit
Make sure that you keep the BigTalks toolkit in a safe area that is
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only accessible to adults.

The folder contains the following files:
The

Guidebook

includes

BigTalks’

Adolescent

Development Toolkit for Boys, as well as guidance for parents
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about delivering the talk, answering questions, and keeping a
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comfortable relationship with the child.

The Presentation is a short 15-minute video of Rabbi
Tenenbaum giving “the talk”. The video should first be watched

To

by parents without their child, in order that they become
familiar with the non-verbal communication cues, such as

HOW TO USE THIS TOOKLIT

sitting at ease, smiling, and making eye contact. Parents can
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then make the decision whether they feel comfortable giving
over the talk themselves, or if they’d rather their child watches
the video together with them.

Who Are We?
The Torah tells us “v’hiyisem

to ourselves. The Avudraham points out

li

that the word kedusha and kiddushin

segulah

mikol

ha’amim”.

Hashem has chosen the Yidden
as

His

cherished,

exclusive

is through the kedusha that we attain from
our actions that we solidify the “marriage”
between ourselves and the Ribono Shel
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nation, above and beyond all

(marriage) stem from the same root, for it

other people and creations.

Olam.

Furthermore, the Torah tells us “ki am

Just as we increase our level of

kadosh atah,” you are a holy nation. Being
holy means living a life of purity and
sanctity. By safeguarding the body and

kedusha when doing mitzvos, we
decrease our level of kedusha—

soul we were granted by Hakadosh Boruch

and subsequently our closeness

Hu, we assure that our holiness and purity

to Hashem—when doing aveiros.

it

remain intact. Indeed, the lifework of a

To

How does one increase his level

The daily challenge every Yid faces
throughout his lifetime is to continuously
sanctify himself with his words and
actions and not, chas v’shalom, fall to

of Kedusha?

the persuasions of his yetzer hara. It is of

We increase our level of kedusha by

that if one does fall in his avodas Hashem

learning

mitzvos

he can always do teshuva. Teshuva is one

u’maasim tovim. Before we perform a

of the greatest gifts Hashem gave us.

mitzvah, we recite a brocha that contains

When a Yid falls, he can always rise back

the words “asher kideshanu b’mitzvosav”.

up again (and even attain higher levels of

We recognize that through learning and

kedusha than before he fell).

Torah

and

doing

utmost importance to always keep in mind

doing mitzvos we are adding kedusha

WHO ARE WE?

kedusha.
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Yid is to continuously increase his level of
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becoming adults. During these transition years their
bodies and emotions go through different stages.
These adjustments can trigger behaviors that you may
not have seen before. When adolescents act out, their
behavior can signify that their emotional needs are not
being recognized. As parents and educators, we need to
provide ways to keep adolescents active and creative so
they can express their emotional needs in a healthy way.
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Know
Your
Son’s
Needs

Adolescents are transitioning from being children to

Keeping

outlets and thrills being marketed towards our

structured schedule and helping him fill up

children including, but not limited to, smoking,

his free time with constructive outlets will

vaping, alcohol, legal substances (such as

enable him to grow as a person and will

opioids) and illegal substances, self and other

show your son that you are focused on his

inappropriate experimentation, and negative

well-being. It is also important to celebrate

social interactions.

his milestones; when he makes a siyum,

it

Unfortunately, there are many unhealthy

your

adolescent

son

on

a

or reaches a goal, he will gain so much
more when his success is recognized and

outlets, it is best to preempt challenges by

celebrated with family and friends.
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To counteract these and other unhealthy

Adolescent boys also have an increased

transition years. Some healthy outlets include

need for independence. Allowing them to

activities like music, art, voice lessons, choir,

make choices can help them feel mature

woodworking, sports, drama, martial arts,

and build their self-esteem. Only give

acrobatics, science experiments, bookbinding,

them options that you, as a parent, feel

cooking or baking, chess, card tricks, juggling,

comfortable with. For example, a weekly

or exploring any other talent or healthy interest

financial allowance along with keeping a

they may have. It would be most beneficial

spending log can help them feel responsible

for your son to join a group that offers these

and independent. However, please note

healthy outlets thus enabling him to have

that giving a child too much independence.

additional social meaning in his life.

is not healthy and can even be dangerous.

To

feel productive and confident during these

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

providing positive outlets that can help them
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Questions
& Answers
When should I talk to my child about
adolescent development?
in

general

have

an

easier
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Children

time

understanding concrete ideas rather than abstract
ones. Therefore, you want your child to get the
information around the time that his body begins
developing. Signs of body development include
growth spurt, feeling more hungry and tired,
changing voice, and additional hair growth. When
you see any of these transitions occurring it may

it

be the right time to have the talk with your child.
Talking to your child at an earlier stage may cause
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him unnecessary anxiety.

To

My child is picking up slang and

NOTE TO PARENTS

“ Children in
general have
an easier time
understanding
concrete ideas
rather than
abstract ones.”
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inappropriate words. How do I stop it?
Children will learn words that you don’t feel
comfortable with. We are living in a large world
and children are quick learners! If your son says
or writes words that are inappropriate, know that
it is developmentally normal for children to turn
to inappropriate language to express themselves.
You should have a conversation with your child
saying that while it is normal to hear these words,
as Yidden we need to be careful not to use them.

Afterword
I would like to finish off by wishing you much Siyata DiShmaya in giving over these
important messages to your child. When I started with this project, the Telshe Rosh
Yeshiva, R’ Avrohom Chaim Levin ZT”L, told me how important it is to have these
discussions with young bochurim and that this curriculum should be implemented in
all the yeshivos. The Novominsker Rebbe ZT”L was very involved in making sure that
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every word of the curriculum was worded properly and sensitively. Upon seeing the first
draft the Rebbe ZT”L said “Ich hub es lieb - I really like it!” and made some changes in
the wording. I hope the Rebbe ZT”L is happy with the finished work. R’ Elya Brudny, the
Rosh Yeshiva of Mir Brooklyn, was one of the early advocates to call for a curriculum
of this sort. He encouraged me to produce the toolkit so that the material could be used
by all mechanchim and parents. Dayan Rav Shmuel Fuerst shlit”a also encouraged me
to bring this curriculum to fruition and I discussed all the pertaining halachic sheilos
with him.

R’ Gamliel
Rabinovitch

To

R’ Chaim
Kanievsky
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The following is a partial list of gedolim and rabbanim who gave
their approval and brachos for this revolutionary project:

R’ Yaakov Meir
Schecter

R’ Shmuel
Kamenetzky

R’ Aaron
Feldman

Rabbi S. Tenenbaum

Mashgiach, Yeshivas Tiferes Tzvi,
Chicago IL

AFTERWORD

May you see much nachas from your children.
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